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1.0 Background 
The Advanced Informa0on Systems Technology (AIST) Program iden0fies, develops, and 
supports adop0on of so?ware and informa0on systems, as well as novel computer science 
technologies expected to be needed by the Earth Science Division in the 5-10-year 0meframe. It 
matures these technologies through competed research projects.  One of the major AIST thrusts 
focuses on digital twin technologies. Over the past four compe00ve cycles, matura0on of 
technologies founda0onal to digital twins have proceeded. Earlier AIST solicita0ons focused on 
Analy0c Collabora0ve Frameworks (ACF) and Novel Observing Strategies (NOS) themes. As the 
understanding of these capabili0es evolved, it became clear that they feed into the broader 
concept of an Earth System Digital Twin (ESDT), as depicted in Figure 1.  
 

 
Figure 1 

ESDT stems from the unifica4on of 3 AIST thrusts 
 
AIST strategic goals for ESDT are to:  

• Develop information system frameworks to provide continuous and accurate 
representations of Earth systems as they change over time.  

• Mirror various Earth Science and anthropomorphic systems and utilize the combination 
of Data Analytics, Artificial Intelligence, Digital Thread, and state-of-the-art models to 
help predict the Earth’s response to various phenomena as well as the impact to 
humanity.  

• Provide the tools to conduct "what if" investigations that can result in actionable 
predictions.  

Digital Twin technologies are one of the main subjects of technology development for AIST. This 
guide describes a framework for alternative architectures for ESDT. A framework provides a 
structure for developing and evaluating alternative architectures and their contributing 
technologies without prematurely committing to a particular solution. Some principles in the 
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design of an architecture include modularity of the various building blocks, components, or 
subsystems. In addition, the architecture should consider what open-standard interfaces should 
be defined to enable unplanned use. There are a wide variety of digital twin architectures being 
developed both in the United States and abroad and for AIST technologies to have the broadest 
possible applicability they must be architecturally agnostic. However, a framework can provide 
a basis for describing where a technology fits into the overall scheme without narrowing its 
utility to one architecture or another. For example, a tool for visualizing data could be useful 
whether the architecture specified a database or filesystem as the Digital Replica. It also 
enhances the ability to coordinate with other offerors, who may want to construct tools which 
interoperate with other proposed capabilities. Before specific components can be developed, 
an architecture framework is needed which focuses the design decisions and defines the 
specific components and their inter-relationships. 
 
2.0 Digital Twin Concept 
An ESDT is a dynamic and interac0ve informa0on system that:  

1. provides a digital replica of the past and current states of the Earth or Earth system, as 
accurately and 0mely as possible. 

2. allows for compu0ng forecasts of future states under nominal assump0ons and based 
on the current replica. 

3. offers the capability to inves1gate many hypothe1cal scenarios under varying impact 
assump0ons.  

 

 
Figure 2 

Earth System Digital Twin (ESDT) Technology Concept 
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Figure 2 provides an opera0onal view of the ESDT as an interac0ve and integrated mul0domain, 
mul0scale, digital replica of the state and temporal evolu0on of Earth systems that dynamically 
integrates:  

• Relevant Earth system models, emulators, and simula0ons  
• Other relevant models (e.g., related to the world's infrastructure); continuous and 

timely (including near real time and direct readout) observations (e.g., space, air, 
ground, over/underwater, Internet of Things (IoT), socioeconomic)  

• Long-time series records  
• Analytics and artificial intelligence tools.  

Effective ESDTs enable users to run hypothetical scenarios to improve the understanding, 
prediction of and mitigation/response to Earth system processes, natural phenomena, and 
human activities as well as their many interactions from naturally occurring and/or human 
activities on physical and natural environments.  

A given ESDT should support different types of user communities and their needs. Different 
functional users include:  

• Policy makers 
• Decision makers 
• Earth scientists 
• Public customers 

 
An ESDT contains ACF-type functionality and also provides modeling capabilities but is far more 
than either. Figure 1 describes how the ESDT is a beneficiary of the previous work in each of the 
NOS and ACF threads. For example, some of AIST-21 projects (e.g., AIST-21-0003, AIST-21-0018, 
AIST-21-0031 and AIST-21-0091, just to name a few, and which are more fully described in the 
ESTO Technology Porbolio) couple state-of-the-art ML with NASA (and other) Earth observing 
data, and provide various forecasting, sensitivity analyses, and counterfactual “what if'' 
experiments. 
 
3.0 Func=onal Concept 
Figure 3 defines the ESDT concept from a func0onal point of view. 
 
Some key features and capabilities that are needed include: 

• Flexibility to promote re-use 
• Modularity, including what interfaces should be built in 
• “Provide the glue around” capabilities provided by the other components of NASA’s 

Earth Science Division (ESD), Research & Analysis (R&A), Applications and Earth Science 
Data Systems (ESDS) 

• User interfaces that can be used with a range of entry skill levels and interests (i.e., 
usable “from Farmer to Scientist”) 

• Ability to evolve over time 

https://www.estotechnology.us/techportfolio/index.cfm?event=ehGeneral.index


• Ability to ingest data and information from multiple sources, not only NASA, but Other 
Government Agencies (OGAs), industry, academia, human and infrastructure orgs, 
various formats, structured and unstructured 

• Ability to incorporate new components “without breaking the system” 
• Compliant with Open-source Science, per NASA SPD-41A 
• Interoperability with other Digital Twins of related phenomena 
• Modeling of coupled Earth systems across temporal scales (hindcast, nowcast, near-term 

forecasts, long-range projections) 
• Enable analysis of Earth science processes across coupled systems, spatial scales, and 

temporal scales 
• Intuitive interfaces and analysis. 

 

 
Figure 3 

Func4onal Defini4on of an ESDT 
 
4.0 Digital Twin Components 
Figure 4 describes the major no0onal components of the system and some key rela0onships, 
while providing room for a variety of architectures to respond to them. It provides a generic 
system diagram of an ESDT, shown in blue, including the interfaces to the external observing 
systems, shown in green. 
 
4.1 Observa=onal Data Repository (ODR) 
These external systems, depicted in green in Figure 4, provide the satellite observa0ons, model 
output and in situ measurements that characterize the set of physical phenomena and natural 
processes being studied by the digital twin. The DT needs all observa0ons and measurements to 
be reliably available and constructed by science data processing (SDP) systems using algorithms 
and codes validated and approved by the instrument science teams. The DT needs these 
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external sources to share uncertainty quan0fica0on (UQ) characteris0cs and appropriate 
metadata. Design decisions for the DT Architecture include not only how to load historic data 
into the Digital Replica and possibly into the Digital Record, but also how to collect updates to 
the data. Because the DT is possibly a near real 0me (NRT) system, the observa0onal data is 
retrieved from the output of the SDP directly or as quickly as it is available in the archive. 
Considera0on, when making design decisions for the DT Architecture, should be given to 
tradeoffs in parameter sources and how sensi0ve the needed DT capability is to latency, 
accuracy, valida0on, etc. Each instrument has different latency characteris0cs, which must be 
considered along with the UQ. For an archive to be usable, the data must be retrievable for at 
least a year to permit both 0me-series analysis and replica0on of results. 
 

 
Figure 4 

ESDT System Diagram 
 
4.2 Ingest Subsystem (IS) 
The Ingest Subsystem obtains data and model output from the external sources either through 
subscrip0ons or on demand, leaving the authorita0ve source as the original repository, such as 
the DAAC. The architecture design may collect both primary and alternate sources to provide 
redundancy or improved error correc0on on sources. The IS performs whatever restructuring of 
the data is needed to fit it onto the selected Digital Replica frame of reference. It performs 
quality assurance before inges0ng and reports status to the Control and Monitor Subsystem 
(CMSS). Extract, transform, and load opera0ons are some of the func0ons performed by the IS. 
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IS also includes diagnos0c tools, accessed through the CMSS to troubleshoot any anomalies 
which invariably arise in observa0onal systems. The IS should provide the means to ajach 
subsequent analysis, links to published papers and other downstream results to the DT. 
 
4.3 DT Informa=on Subsystem (DISS) 
The informa0on storage system consists of three components, the Digital Replica (DR), the DT 
Record and separately, the external repositories for the source data, when they are provided 
and in an appropriate format.  
 
The core computa0onal component of a ESDT is the Digital Replica (DR). It is the unified 
representa0on of the current state of the subject Earth system. That representa0on reflects the 
observa0onal data and is aligned to a common spa0al and 0me reference system (e.g., 
common grid). Where warranted, the DR may interpolate observa0onal data to provide a 
seamless view over 0me and space. For example, nowcas0ng, reconstruc0on, and/or 
interpola0on to fill in observa0onal gaps in space or 0me. 
 
The DR includes not only the data and model output, but also the interpreta0on that 
transforms data into scien0fic descrip0on of the phenomena. It provides UQ and is traceable 
back to the original sources. The data and output contained therein has been pre-processed to 
be analysis ready for the visualiza0on, analysis, and modeling tools in the DT and to supply data 
upon request with the lowest possible latency. 
 
Architectural design decisions lie in data storage and localiza0on to minimize latency; fusion of 
diverse data sources and model outputs; and managing computa0onal complexity, including 
high-dimensionality and non-linearity. AI technologies may play a role in data fusion, 
interpola0on, surrogate modeling, causal impacts, and interpreta0on of the data, among 
others. 
 
The DT Record is the repository for the source materials, along with appropriate metadata, 
which are not otherwise reliably archived. The external ODRs con0nue to be the authorita0ve 
source of the data in original form. The DT Record also preserves the provenance of the steps in 
the DTs evolu0on. A design decision is needed to assess sources and their repositories to rely on 
them or preserve them in the DT Record. Further design decisions may require the DT Record to 
preserve intermediate results temporarily to support checkpoin0ng or diagnos0cs. It may also 
hold data for which 0me-series are more cost-effec0vely stored in a format other than that 
supplied by the external archives. The DT Record retains any forecast or impact assessment data 
determined to be necessary by the DT owner. Log data is also be stored in the DT Record, as 
appropriate to reconstruct the state of the Digital Replica at any 0me in the past, characterize 
the data and code used for forecasts and for Impact Assessments. Careful considera0on of the 
traceability and downstream reproducibility of experiments will influence the design of the DT 
Record. 
 
The Digital Replica and the DT Record both have interfaces to the Control and Monitor 
Subsystem (CMSS) described in sec0on 4.6.  Careful considera0on should be given to logging of 



key events to be fed into the DT Record for reproducibility, troubleshoo0ng and audit purposes. 
User interac0on occurs through the CMSS. 
 
4.4 Nominal Forecast Subsystem (NFSS) 
A digital twin produces nominal forecasts of the future state(s) of the phenomena and 
processes. These forecasts may take a number of forms, including near- and long-term 
forecasts, hindcasts and nowcasts, as appropriate for the science in the domain of interest. 
Design decisions must consider the computa0onal load, the frequency at which meaningful 
updates to the Digital Record are supplied and how o?en the phenomena change requiring a 
new forecast. An architectural decision may rely on tradi0onal physics-based models or use AI-
based surrogate models, depending on available computa0onal resources, limits on latency and 
accuracy, uncertainty quan0fica0on and confidence in the alterna0ves. 
 
The Nominal Forecast Subsystem permits user interac0on, including console, display, and APIs, 
for diagnos0c, analysis, and visualiza0on purposes through the CMSS. It also connects to the 
Control and Monitor Subsystem to provide status and to respond to priori0za0on in resource 
alloca0ons. 
 
4.5 Impact Assessment Subsystem (IASS) 
When users need to inves0gate the impact of condi0ons of the phenomena and processes on 
other phenomena or humans, they can open a session on the Impact Assessment Subsystem 
through the CMSS. The development of a DT architecture is afforded considerable la0tude, 
based on the user needs for this subsystem, including how much the DT provides and how 
much the user must supply. They would ini0alize their analysis with the current state in the 
Digital Replica, or some future state as predicted by the Nominal Forecast System and provide 
some provenance data to explain to others the key issues of the impact study. Surrogate AI 
modes should be considered to accelerate 0ming and also reduce the cost of computa0on. The 
IASS should support both individual studies of a single session or a campaign of mul0ple 
sessions with different senngs. A design decision of the DT Architecture is what to store from 
the impact analysis; it could be everything including intermediate results to reduce the restart 
0me for follow-on and to enable stepwise debugging/analysis. Or it could be to save only the 
final result. IASS should also permit mul0ple users to conduct analysis independently with 
resources assigned through the DT or by expor0ng the required ini0aliza0on informa0on for 
studies run on external plaborms. 
 
At the start of each session or campaign, the materials to be archived should be defined so that 
they can be stored in the DT Record, as appropriate. A design decision for a DT architecture 
would be to determine the flexibility for each internal user session in terms of data, tools and 
computa0onal resources needed for analysis. This includes what AI surrogate models may be 
available for their use. The user may be permijed to supply their own models and tools and 
visualiza0on assets to perform the analysis internally, each of which should be logged into the 
code repository. Interfaces to external github-type code bases should be included to avoid 
unnecessary duplica0on and configura0on management problems. Users may choose to 
perform their analysis on separate systems and only export the ini0aliza0on data. 



 
Considera0on of the business aspects of the IASS are important as costs could be high to run 
models and analysis and should be ajributed to the end user’s funding. There should be a clear 
delinea0on as to which costs are funded by the DT organiza0on and which are funded by the end 
user. Security and privacy of the user session should be balanced with Open Science policies. 
 
4.6 Control and Monitor Subsystem (CMSS) 
The DT is an extremely complex system requiring a high level of internal coordina0on. While 
human owners could manually operate a simple version of the system, CMSS is a key element of 
automa0ng the coordina0on so as to be efficient and to provide human owners, operators, and 
users with the informa0on they need to make decisions about effec0ve use. The CMSS acts to 
glue all the components together and to synchronize their opera0ons. It is the master planning 
system and reports when observa0onal data is not received on 0me that might affect 
processing, forecas0ng and impact assessments. It monitors system load, capacity and for 
system malfunc0ons and reschedules processing to op0mize around a reduced capacity. It also 
provides all alerts and user interface no0fica0ons of the state of the digital twin's opera0ons. 
The CMSS provides an automated priori0za0on of resource tasking with a user interface 
perminng override by the system owner. A key element of the design of the CMSS is the human 
interac0on; design decisions must be made to the CMSS to be a semi-autonomous system with 
human supervision or an operator aid. 
 
The CMSS also logs appropriate events and provides analysis and visualiza0on tools for the 
system operator and owner to evaluate system performance and faults. The CMSS User 
Interface is the Code, tools, APIs, and auxiliary interfaces needed to assess the state of the 
Replica and the Record. As a minimum, it must support troubleshoo0ng DT behavior, but it may 
also be used to analyze the data being used. Visualiza0on of the contents of the Digital Replica, 
of the results of the NFSS and IASS as well as analysis should be supported. 
 
When a user logs into the DT to perform impact analysis, CMSS User Interfaces offer the 
individual resources available at the 0me and to plan the interac0on to assess their impact on 
system resources and provides no0ces of any outages that might impact their assessment. It 
then schedules the resources for their use and sets priori0es.  
 
4.7 User Interface 
In AIST's concept, all user interac0on occurs through a single user interface in order to provide 
unified user authen0ca0on and authoriza0on. The user role and authority determine what 
controls and func0ons are available to the user, whether checking for data in the DR, iden0fying 
status of jobs, extrac0ng a subset of the nominal forecast, or crea0ng an impact assessment. 
Each subsystem design must consider user interac0on with it, what func0ons it provides and 
through what API and how they are managed by the CMSS so as to avoid disrup0on of nominal 
processing.   
 



5.0 Conclusion 
Earth System Digital Twins have the poten0al to revolu0onize the way Earth Science research 
will be conducted in the future, but also how results and knowledge from this research will 
provide informa0on to support decision making and yield impacbul societal benefits. While 
there will be a handful of global Digital Twins of the Earth providing essen0al global informa0on, 
they will co-exist with a hierarchy or an ecosystem of many various smaller and/or thema0c 
digital twins which will require cross-cunng technologies and will need to interoperate and to 
be federated. This framework is the first step towards suppor0ng this ecosystem and enabling 
these various digital twins to be coordinated and collabora0ve.  
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